Abstract: Allusion is usually considered a literary technique, but relatively little attention has been paid to notion of allusion as a literary form. In this essay, I attempt to describe the 'allusive form' based on two prominent examples, T.S. Eliot's Waste Land and Baz Luhrmann's Moulin Rouge! Though radically different, the two works embody distinguishing characteristics of the allusive form. These are intertextuality, or a dependence upon outside sources for sense and significance; heightened and self-conscious artificiality; a confrontational attitude toward the audience; elitism, based on the exclusivity of allusions; appropriation of multiple cultures; and pervasive anachronism. Though prone to numerous failures, the allusive form allows the creation of a unique dialogue between artist and audience, as well as a precarious simultaneity of past, present, and future.
language is the formalized language of literary art, distanced by its disruptive, artificial qualities from the purely communicative language of the everyday. Reusable language participates in the recognizable literary traditions of a given culture. Precisely because it appears in the 'poetic Allusion as Form 3 memory' of a culture, such language is available to be recycled by others participating in that literary tradition.
Limiting allusion to the realm of shared language also serves to distinguish allusion from the larger phenomenon of intertextuality. Julia Kristeva famously coined the term, 12 although in her work it was 'suggestive of the overarching interplay of all cultural materials,' 13 and nothing so limited as the borrowing of literary language. Nonetheless, subsequent critics seized on the term, making intertextuality and allusion virtually synonymous. 14 One consequence of this conflation of categories is that many critics view any outside reference in a text as a type of allusion. 15 In order to keep the field of inquiry manageable, I will use the term 'allusion' to refer only to what Udo J. Hebel calls 'quotational allusions,' or the distinct subset of intertextuality which specifically references the 'reusable language' of art.
At its most utilitarian, quotation is a literal word-for-word repetition of a source, usually semantically marked with special punctuation, and given a clear attribution, as in a news story or an academic essay. Fidelity to the original is primary. A literal quotation remains firmly embedded in its original source, distinct and easily separable from its new setting. That is, it travels in only one direction: backward. In contrast, the literary quotational allusion points both Holy Week, wherein it becomes the cry of the rejected savior, adds another layer of meaning: is the speaker thus identified with the suffering Christ, and if so, ironically or otherwise? Unlike a simple quotation, a quotational allusion must have significance in its original setting (the past),
literal meaning in its current setting (the present), and an entirely new metaphorical weight that is produced by the interpolation of past and present, through ongoing recognition and assimilation by readers (the future).
A second issue concerns author intentionality. After a period of absolute ascendancy under Romantic criticism, authors were overshadowed by New Criticism's 'intentional fallacy,' 16 and were famously declared dead by Post-Structuralism. 17 If authors are dead or at least irrelevant to the text, then it is pointless to speak about intentionality. Indeed, PostStructuralism has had much to say about intertextuality but little about allusion. However, recent critical focus on cultural studies (exemplified by New Historicism) has resurrected the author as an important part of the cultural fabric that produces texts. 18 The death of the author helped to productively focus attention on areas such as reader response, but it also tended to make the literary text a strangely autotelic object, as if it were selfgenerated out of the tangled webs of language and culture. Productive study of allusion requires us to consider the allusive process as dynamic, communicative, and very human. Authors read, or they could not mine the works of the past for inclusion in their writing; readers also 'write' the texts they encounter, bringing their own literary, cultural, and personal associations to bear in the creation of meaning.
Author intentionality also bears on the issue of whether allusions are overt or covert.
Harold Bloom defends a traditional definition of allusion as solely covert. Commenting on the history of the term, Bloom notes that allusion has 'a fourth meaning, which is still the correct Bloom predicted, critical opinion is now nearly unanimous on this point. 20 Allusions must be overt for a simple reason: unless the reader recognizes the allusion, the allusion has failed, because the activation of the meaning produced by the alluded-to and alluding texts can only occur with the reader's participation. As with the tree falling in the forest, if no one hears the allusion, it makes no sound.
Insistence on the overt, intentional, and verifiable nature of allusions also helps to prevent the study of allusion from dissolving into a shimmer of cultural sparks. Perri notes that the purpose of the intentionality requirement is to 'disqualify unconscious echoes' 21 on the part of the author. As Conte puts it, 'One text may resemble another not because it derives directly from it nor because the poet deliberately seeks to emulate but because both poets have recourse to a common literary codification.' 22 Another difficulty is that well-trained readers, such as literary critics, are apt to find subtle intertextual links to the past in almost every word of a literary work.
Discussing intentionality, Allan Pasco raises this important point: 'With nothing but internal evidence, how are we to know who created the allusion-the author…or the critic?' 23 The issue of recognition leads us to the role of the reader. Once nearly invisible to critical theorists, the reader is now considered indispensable to the functioning of allusion. The author may supply the allusion, but only the reader can activate it, dynamically linking the old and new texts in an interpretive process. Perri describes the reader's activity as a five-step process: the reader comprehends the literal meaning of the allusion, recognizes it as a reference to a source text, realizes that further interpretation is required, remembers aspects of the source text's meaning, and connects these aspects to the alluding text to complete the allusion's meaning. By drawing attention to itself, intruding on the conventional narrative flow, systematically deployed allusion continually reminds audiences that they are dealing with an artificial construct.
In The Waste Land, this already heightened artificiality is ratcheted up by Eliot's footnotes, which draw maximum attention to the poem's status as made thing-not just made, but made out of other made things. The notes act almost as a frame in which the poem is presented to the reader. 32 In Moulin Rouge!, the artifice is similarly emphasized by the use of numerous self-reflexive framing devices. Originally presented to audiences sitting within theaters, watching a screen, the film opens with a proscenium arch and a red curtain, which is raised on a facsimile of a silent film, with borders around a sepia-toned text card. Subsequently the plot of the film uses a play-within-a-play device, so that these multiple frames become like nesting Russian dolls, each with an ever smaller one inside. Moulin Rouge! also participates in one of the most self-consciously artificial genres available, the classic Hollywood musical, interspersing it with the comically exaggerated sound-effects and visual tropes of animated cartoons.
Third, the allusive form is confrontational, because it makes unrelenting demands on the audience's interpretive powers. One of allusion's primary effects is to create cognitive dissonance for the reader. Allusion creates a gap between the alluding text and the alluded-to text which the reader must cognitively bridge. Conte compares this to the gap between letter and sense that a rhetorical figure creates. 33 Perri and Ben-Porat refer to semantic models, under which allusion is able to be both denotative (evoking a specific entity) and connotative (evoking Allusion as Form 9 qualities of that type of entity). 34 The mental energy required for readers to constantly jump from the present text to an older one is considerable, and if readers must supply the gaps in their 'allusive competency' by engaging in 'textual archaeology,' 35 or going outside the text to research its allusions, the demand is indeed extreme.
Fourth, the allusive form is elitist, because it requires the highest level of cultural competency from its audiences. The Waste Land demonstrates a particularly effective, but particularly exclusive, use of the allusive form. Its failures lie mainly at the surface: one objection against The Waste Land's allusions is that they sometimes fail to make literal sense within their current setting and therefore rupture the reader's basic comprehension of the poem in ways that external research can never fully remedy. Eliot's reputation as a 'difficult' poet is based in large part on this type of exclusivity. Such elitism was a deliberate effect, and indeed a professed goal, of Modernism. Eliot himself famously stated that modern poets 'must be difficult.
Our civilization comprehends great variety and complexity, and this variety and complexity, playing upon a refined sensibility, must produce various and complex results. The poet must become more and more comprehensive, more allusive, more indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if necessary, language into his meaning.' 36 James Longenbach identified this commitment to difficulty as an attempt increase the status of poets as specialists. 37 Robert
Graves and Laura Riding commented more bluntly that 'the modernist poet, left without any public but the highly trained literary connoisseur, does not hesitate to embody in his poems remote literary references which are unintelligible to the wider public and which directly antagonize it.' 38 The elitism of the allusive form is not restricted to the sort of 'high culture' allusions so common in Eliot's poetry, such as untranslated passages of the Aeneid and Divine Comedy. Given this set of troublesome qualities (intertextuality, artificiality, confrontation, elitism, polyculturalism, and anachronism), we might also observe that the allusive form is fraught with artistic perils. All too easily, the disparate elements brought together by the allusions simply do not cohere into a new whole, leaving audiences frustrated and exhausted. 48 Should the author be blamed for coyly concealing the allusion, 49 or the reader for being 'allusively incompetent'? 50 Allusions that are unmarked, that is, not set off for the reader by some semantic device such as quotation marks or italicization, are particularly prone to this failure. Michael Riffaterre has examined how readers may recognize even unfamiliar, unmarked allusions, focusing on lexical clues in the text. 51 Once the reader recognizes even one allusion, this recognition may alert the reader to the likely presence of more.
Allusion as Form 13
Readers may also come to a particular work already warned to expect allusions; a reader aware of Eliot's reputation or having caught a review of Luhrmann's film will know what awaits them. Rouge! DVD, Luhrmann and co-writer Craig Pearce acknowledge that the song was a problematic choice. 52 They were aware that it was not a major hit and therefore would not be recognized by most of the audience. However, the appropriateness of the song's lyrics and and on its present usage, but also on the other allusions around it.
Although less obviously 'difficult' than The Waste Land, Moulin Rouge! makes effective use of the dense layering effect allusion allows. This complex layering is put into the service of a simple, melodramatic love story, rather than a meditation on the spiritual aridity of modern life. female cartoon heroines), against the film's mythos (the wonderland that Christian seeks will become his Hell), and even against the filmmaker's pretensions (the film is so overflowing with pop sparkle that its dramatic darknesses are largely unconvincing).
Moulin
In the case of Moulin Rouge!, the light of history, refracted through the lens of allusion, is an aggressively bright and modern light turned on a fantasized past which belongs to no period.
Luhrmann has eagerly pointed out that the details of the cinematic Moulin Rouge are grounded in historical research; 67 69 The hall of mirrors is a useful metaphor for the allusive art form, which offers reflections of reflections, distortions, and occasional deceptions to the viewer. The allusive form may be a monument to artifice, but it is also an assertion that art lives in a continuous present through the combined effort of the artist and the audience.
